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Abstract: To prove whether phase formation in an electrochemically deposited metal indeed passes a liquid state stage, 

experiments involving application of an external force during electrodeposition were carried out and structural features of 

deposit were subsequently determined. Following experimental facts in support of the phenomenon in point were observed: (1) 

occurrence of anisotropic pattern of electrodeposits of metals being electrodeposited, smoothing out of deposits surface 

morphology and reduction in their surface roughness arising from exposure to a minor external force parallel to the 

crystallization front; (2) refinement of intracrystalline structure and of surface morphology of metals being electrodeposited 

under exposure to a minor external force normal to the crystallization front; (3) dislocation density rise in metals being 

electrodeposited under exposure of a minor external force normal to the crystallization front; (4) surface layers plastic 

deformation in metals being electrodeposited by solid particles travelling due to action of minor external force inclined to the 

crystallization front; and (5) occurrence of indents from solid particles representing the particles' shape and morphology at sites 

of the particles' separation from deposit surface in metals being electrodeposited under exposure to minor external force 

inclined to the crystallization front. 
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1. Introduction 

According to current views, phase formation in a metal 

being electrodeposited occurs by "incorporation" or 

"embedding" of ions from the water solution or of atoms 

(adatoms or adions) evolved at deposit surface into the deposit 

crystal lattice. The existing concepts only differ on the issue of 

ion discharge location on the surface of growing deposit. One 

approach sees ion discharge take place predominantly at the 

"growth site" directly, i. e. at the point where the ion is 

incorporated into the deposit lattice [1-4]. The other concept 

views a predominant ion discharge as occurring at random 

sites of the cathode (deposit) surface; the atom is then 

allegedly delivered by surface diffusion to the "growth site" 

[5-8]. 
Although put forward half a century ago, neither of the two 

concepts has been satisfactorily supported experimentally. 

Indeed, no answers have been given to the questions of how a 

metal ion located in an amorphous liquid phase of one 

substance, namely in the water solution, is directly 

incorporated into a solid crystalline phase of a different 

substance, i. e. metal being electrodeposited, and what phase 

transitions and structural changes in the deposit accompany 

this process. 

Moreover, it is still unclear in what aggregate state the metal 

being electrodeposited is while its atoms diffuse long 

distances to "growth sites" at ambient temperature or what 

values of the activation energy and diffusivity are 

characteristic of such low temperature diffusion. In spite of 

both concepts being hypothetical, they found entry into recent 

monographs on phase formation in metals during 

electrodeposition as if they were undisputable scientific facts 

[9-12]. 
Importantly, a multitude of scientific findings have been 

accumulated by now, like the formation of intermediate 

modifications in polymorphous metals being electrodeposited, 

the formation of intermediate phases in metal alloys being 

electrodeposited, and occurrence of abnormally high vacancy 
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concentrations in electrodeposited metals, which are difficult 

to explain satisfactory using current views on phase formation 

of metals being electrodeposited. 

Besides, the current views on phase formation and structure 

development in metals during electrodeposition are 

contradicted by experimental evidence – density rise in metals 

electrodeposited under exposure to a minor external force 

normal to the crystallization front, wavelike flow in surface 

layers of metals being electrodeposited under exposure to a 

minor external force parallel to the crystallization front, or 

eutectic formation during simultaneous electrodeposition of 

two metals, to name just a few. 

Therefore, existing views on phase formation in metals 

during electrodeposition need to be elaborated and further 

developed based on an alternative platform, involving 

advancing and realization of new ideas and approaches. 

A previously unknown phenomenon of phase formation via 

a liquid state stage in metals being electrodeposited was 

recently established by synthesis of experimental and 

theoretical findings [13-26]. Essentially, this phenomenon is 

to be understood as follows: during metal electrodeposition 

onto a solid cathode in an aqueous environment, a deeply 

undercooled metal liquid evolves in the form of multiple 

liquid atomic clusters avalanching at various sites near the 

cathode or the growing deposit and solidifies ultra rapidly at 

the deposition temperature to appear in a crystalline, 

amorphous or quasi-crystalline phase [13-16]. 
This phenomenon is due to an extremely rapid, burst-like 

liberation of metal resulting from a chain reaction of 

electrochemical evolution of atoms and transition of the 

atomic clusters from a liquid to a more stable, solid state [15]. 
Following experimental facts prove the existence of the 

phenomenon of phase formation via a liquid state stage in 

metals being electrodeposited: 

- (1) occurrence of a diffraction pattern typical of an 

amorphous state during electrochemical deposition of metal, 

the pattern then changing to one typical of a crystalline state 

without supplying heat [13-15]; 
- (2) density rise, accompanied by declined porosity 

together with decreased X-ray diffraction intensity, in metals 

being electrodeposited under exposure to a minor external 

force normal to the crystallization front [17, 18]; 
- (3) wavelike flow in surface layers of metal being 

electrodeposited under exposure to a minor external force 

parallel to the crystallization front, involving wave bending 

around mechanical obstacles and wave-crest foaming [18, 19]; 
- (4) deposits shape change in metals being electrodeposited 

under exposure to a minor external force parallel to the 

crystallization front, like thickening, alteration of form or 

extension in force direction [18, 19]; 
- (5) preferential development of metal deposits beyond 

cathode edge in the direction of the minor external force 

parallel to the crystallization front during electrodeposition 

[19]; 
- (6) texture development suppression even to the point of 

complete disordering of grain lattice preferred orientations 

during electrodeposition under exposure to a minor external 

force opposite to texture axis, as opposed to texture 

development facilitation by exposure to a similar force acting 

along the texture axis [20]; 
- (7) formation of amorphous structure typical of "frozen" 

liquid metal due to electrodeposition under conditions 

preventing crystallization [21]; 
- (8) occurrence of defect-rich crystal structure in metals 

being electrodeposited, similar to the one of metals quenched 

from liquid state [21, 22]; 
- (9) formation of intermediate modifications, typical of 

quenched polymorphous metals from liquid state, in 

polymorphous metals being electrodeposited [22, 23]; 
- (10) formation of intermetallics in electrodeposited binary 

alloys of metals differing in valence [24]; 
- (11) formation of carbides or hydrides in electrodeposited 

transition metals alloyed with carbon or hydrogen respectively 

[24]; 
- (12) eutectic formation in binary system electrodeposition 

[24]; 
- (13) interdiffusion of atoms of cathode metal and metal to 

be electrodeposited at room temperature [25]; 
- (14) formation of chemical compounds at interface 

between solid metal cathode and metal being electrodeposited 

[23, 25]. 
The existence of the phenomenon of phase formation via a 

liquid state stage in metals being electrodeposited is supported 

by the following experimental findings: 

- (1) developing of structural state in metals being 

electrodeposited, having all features typical of metals 

solidified from a deeply undercooled metallic liquid [21, 23, 

25]; 
- (2) occurrence of porous structure in metals being 

electrodeposited which exhibits all features characteristic of 

that in metals upon solidification from liquid state in a 

hydrogen-saturated environment [26]; 
- (3) crystallization of polymorphous metal being 

electrodeposited in a form of intermediate modification 

identical to the intermediate modification in this metal upon 

its solidification from liquid state in a hydrogen-saturated 

environment [26]; 
- (4) increasing porosity in metal with increased dissolution 

of hydrogen into it during electrodeposition [26]. 
The phenomenon in point is manifested in consistent 

changes of substructure [16], surface morphology [16, 21], 
structural state [16, 22], crystallographic texture [16, 23] and 

structural nonhomogeneity [23, 25] in metals with deeper 

undercooling during electrodeposition. 

The aim of this work was the further experimental 

verification of the existence of the discovered phenomenon 

based on analysis of structural features in metals 

electrodeposited under exposure to an external force parallel, 

normal or inclined to the crystallization front. 

The general idea of this study was that the fundamental 

distinction between a metal's solid and liquid state consists in 

the difference in the metal's respective capacity to change its 

shape and structure when exposed to a relatively small 

external force. With a solid metal, forming requires action of 



 

heavy forces (as in forging, press forming or rolling) an

exposure to a minor external force will be to no effect; 

contrastingly, changing the form of the same metal in a liquid 

state will be possible with a relatively small load. Furthermore, 

application of a minor force to a metal in a solid state will not 

bring about changes in its structure on such a dramatic scale as 

in this metal subjected to a similar force while solidifying 

from a liquid state. 

If phase formation in a metal being electrodeposited indeed 

passes a liquid state stage, then exposure of the e

electrodeposit to a minor external force, like centrifugal one, 

may be expected to give rise to structural features typical of 

liquid metal subjected to some force while solidifying. In this 

context, structural features of electrodeposited metals t

of liquid metal solidified in the presence of external force will 

serve as a proof of the existence of the phenomenon in point.

2. Experimental Proof of the 

Phenomenon's Existence 

2.1. Idea One and Its Realization 

It is well-known that a major distinction between a solid 

and a liquid state of a metal lies in their flow ability 

flow ability of a body may be defined as its deformation rate 

if subjected to a static shear load. For viscosity as flow 

characteristic of a metal, the difference between the solid and 

the liquid state is of the order of 10
20

 [27]. 
If a liquid state stage is passed in phase formation of a 

metal during electrodeposition, one can expect changes in the 

pattern, surface morphology and roughness of the deposit 

when a minor external force is applied parallel to the 

crystallization front. Consequently, the high flow ability of 

metallic liquid that permanently renews in microareas near 

the metal deposit surface while being exposed to a

force should result in some special features of the deposit. 

First, the final deposit pattern should be anisotropic and 

elongated in the direction of the force. Second, the deposit 

surface morphology is expected to be more smooth while the 

surface roughness should be lower compared to that of a 

deposit evolved in the absence of such a force.

The occurrence of deposit with an anisotropic pattern, a 

smoothed-out surface morphology and a lower surface 

roughness due to a minor external force acting p

crystallization front will be a proof of the existence of the 

phenomenon in point. 

2.1.1. Materials and Methods 

A centrifugal setup described earlier [28]
a minor external force parallel to the crystallization front on 

the metal being electrodeposited. In this setup, direct current 

was applied to rotating electrochemical cells in the centrifuge; 

the setup control unit was provided with a rotational frequency 

sensor. The setup provided action of the centrifugal force 

proportional to the normal acceleration (or overload)

being the overload coefficient, between 1g and 1256g by 

changing the rotational frequency of the rotor from 0 to 3000 
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metal during electrodeposition, one can expect changes in the 

and roughness of the deposit 

when a minor external force is applied parallel to the 

crystallization front. Consequently, the high flow ability of 

metallic liquid that permanently renews in microareas near 

the metal deposit surface while being exposed to an external 

force should result in some special features of the deposit. 

First, the final deposit pattern should be anisotropic and 

elongated in the direction of the force. Second, the deposit 

is expected to be more smooth while the 

ce roughness should be lower compared to that of a 

deposit evolved in the absence of such a force. 

The occurrence of deposit with an anisotropic pattern, a 

and a lower surface 

roughness due to a minor external force acting parallel to the 

crystallization front will be a proof of the existence of the 

] was used to exert 

a minor external force parallel to the crystallization front on 

metal being electrodeposited. In this setup, direct current 

was applied to rotating electrochemical cells in the centrifuge; 

the setup control unit was provided with a rotational frequency 

sensor. The setup provided action of the centrifugal force 

(or overload) kg, k 

being the overload coefficient, between 1g and 1256g by 

changing the rotational frequency of the rotor from 0 to 3000 

rpm [28]. 
To verify the above idea, special electrochemical cells were 

made that had a partition placed between the cathode and the 

anode and having a horizontal slot in its upper portion (Fig. 1). 

This slotted partition between the anode and the cathode, 

together with an electrolyte of low dispersive capacity, 

provided for formation of a small sized cathode deposit in the 

tests. 

Figure 1. Schematic of electrochemical cell with a slotted partition between 

the cathode and the anode: 1 – centrifuge holder; 2 

anode; 5 – partition; 6 – slot; 7 – current lead clamps;

sealings; 10 – fixing screws. 

The cell design eliminated any possibility of electrolyte 

flow relative to the cathode during electrodeposition. In 

centrifuge operation, the cell was rotated together with the 

centrifuge rotor and preserved horizontal position. The 

cathode was attached to the cell wall in parallel relation to 

the cell axis, so it remained parallel to the rotor radius during 

cell rotation. Since the centrifugal force is always directed 

along the rotor radius from the cent

arrangement of the cathode ensured application of an external 

force parallel to the crystallization front to the metal being 

electrodeposited. 

Zinc was selected as the model metal to be 

electrochemically deposited from a solution conta

g/l ZnSO4·7H2O and 30 g/l Al2

choice was dictated by its low dissipative capacity of only 24

[29]. This cited value of 24 % was confirmed in the electrolyte 

tests using a Haring-Blum cell at a current density of 8.0

A/dm
2
, electrolyte acidity of 4.0 pH and a temperature of 

20 °C. Accordingly, this mode of electrodeposition was 

employed for the tests on zinc as being in full agreement with 

the conditions for the realization of the above idea. The 

electrode dimensions and the cell volume were such that the 

volume current density did not exceed 1

3 

To verify the above idea, special electrochemical cells were 

partition placed between the cathode and the 

anode and having a horizontal slot in its upper portion (Fig. 1). 

This slotted partition between the anode and the cathode, 

together with an electrolyte of low dispersive capacity, 

mall sized cathode deposit in the 

 

Schematic of electrochemical cell with a slotted partition between 

centrifuge holder; 2 – cell; 3 – cathode; 4 – 

current lead clamps; 8 – cell lid; 9 – rubber 

The cell design eliminated any possibility of electrolyte 

flow relative to the cathode during electrodeposition. In 

centrifuge operation, the cell was rotated together with the 

rved horizontal position. The 

cathode was attached to the cell wall in parallel relation to 

the cell axis, so it remained parallel to the rotor radius during 

cell rotation. Since the centrifugal force is always directed 

along the rotor radius from the centre of rotation, such 

arrangement of the cathode ensured application of an external 

force parallel to the crystallization front to the metal being 

Zinc was selected as the model metal to be 

electrochemically deposited from a solution containing 450 

2(SO4)3·18H2O. The electrolyte 

choice was dictated by its low dissipative capacity of only 24 % 

% was confirmed in the electrolyte 

Blum cell at a current density of 8.0 

, electrolyte acidity of 4.0 pH and a temperature of 

°C. Accordingly, this mode of electrodeposition was 

employed for the tests on zinc as being in full agreement with 

the conditions for the realization of the above idea. The 

and the cell volume were such that the 

volume current density did not exceed 1 A/l to avoid 
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electrolyte heating during electrodeposition.

The deposit pattern and its surface 

investigated using secondary electron images from a 

REhM-106I scanning electron microscope. The deposit 

surface roughness was measured with a Type 252 recording 

profilometer to yield Ra values and surface profilograms at 

magnifications of �50 (horizontal) and �200 (vertical).

2.1.2. Results and Discussion 

Tests revealed that zinc deposits obtained in the low 

dissipative electrolyte under ordinary conditions, i.

displayed an ellipsoidal pattern. Fig. 2a shows an ellipsoidal 

deposit slightly extended horizontally in the direction of the 

horizontal slot in the cathode-anode partition. This was a 

predictable feature determined by the experimental 

conditions. 

A characteristic feature displayed by zinc electrodeposited 

in the absence of an external force was an inhomogeneous 

surface morphology. The deposit central area thus consisted of 

globular formations having a branched petal

morphology (Fig. 2b). As distinct from the central area, the 

peripheral portions had a less coarse morphology. It should be 

noted that the central and peripheral areas were si

morphology. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. SEM images of the deposit of electrodeposited zinc obtained at 

ordinary conditions (k = 1): (a) general appearance; (b) surface morphology 

in deposit central area. 
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electrolyte heating during electrodeposition. 

The deposit pattern and its surface morphology were 

econdary electron images from a 

ning electron microscope. The deposit 

surface roughness was measured with a Type 252 recording 

values and surface profilograms at 

200 (vertical). 

that zinc deposits obtained in the low 

dissipative electrolyte under ordinary conditions, i. e. at k = 1, 

displayed an ellipsoidal pattern. Fig. 2a shows an ellipsoidal 

deposit slightly extended horizontally in the direction of the 

anode partition. This was a 

predictable feature determined by the experimental 

A characteristic feature displayed by zinc electrodeposited 

in the absence of an external force was an inhomogeneous 

rea thus consisted of 

globular formations having a branched petal-like dendritic 

As distinct from the central area, the 

peripheral portions had a less coarse morphology. It should be 

noted that the central and peripheral areas were similar in their 

 

 

SEM images of the deposit of electrodeposited zinc obtained at 

(b) surface morphology 

Surface roughness measurements on various 

revealed that the central area was less smooth than the 

periphery. Thus an average Ra 

3.75 µm, i. e. about two times greater than in the periphery 

(2.01 µm). Similarly, profilograms of the respective deposit 

portions showed that the roughness was greater in the deposit 

centre (Fig. 3a) than in its periphery, Fig. 3b.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Profilograms of zinc deposits: (a) central area of deposit obtained 

under ordinary conditions; (b) peripheral area of 

ordinary conditions; (c) deposit obtained under external force action

electrodeposition. 

An action of a minor external force parallel to the 

crystallization front during electrodeposition of zinc resulted 

in a considerable reduction in the deposit surface roughness. 

The Ra was at just 0.58 µm on the average and, notably, the 

surface roughness was practically uniform over the entire area 

while the profilograms were smoothed out too, see Fig. 3c.

As can be seen in Fig. 4a, zinc e

exposure to an external force parallel to the crystallization 

front resulted in an anisotropic pattern of the deposit extended 

in the force direction. The surface morphology in such cases 

featured smoothed-out shapes with relatively 

edges, Fig. 4b. A distinctive feature of the deposits 

precipitated under exposure to an external force was uniform 

surface morphology over the entire area.

The effects of external force action displayed as the changes 

in deposit pattern, morphology and roughness were confirmed 

in tests on electrodeposition of cadmium from a sulphuric 

electrolyte with a low dissipative capacity of 28

The occurrence of an anisotropic deposit pattern aligned 

with the external force, the smoothing

surface morphology and the reduction in the surface 

roughness due to electrodeposition under exposure to an 

external force can be explained using the proposed concept of 

passing a liquid state stage by the metal being electrodeposited 

[13-16]. Indeed, due to an extremely rapid nature of a 

burst-like growth event (about 10

40 to 60 atoms [15], these have no time to build a long range 

ordered structure. The multitude of liquid atomic clusters 

Electrodeposited Metals Resulting from Exposure to External Force Parallel,  

Surface roughness measurements on various deposit areas 

revealed that the central area was less smooth than the 

 value in the central area was 

e. about two times greater than in the periphery 

(2.01 µm). Similarly, profilograms of the respective deposit 

ions showed that the roughness was greater in the deposit 

centre (Fig. 3a) than in its periphery, Fig. 3b. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Profilograms of zinc deposits: (a) central area of deposit obtained 

under ordinary conditions; (b) peripheral area of deposit obtained under 

ordinary conditions; (c) deposit obtained under external force action during 

An action of a minor external force parallel to the 

crystallization front during electrodeposition of zinc resulted 

uction in the deposit surface roughness. 

µm on the average and, notably, the 

surface roughness was practically uniform over the entire area 

while the profilograms were smoothed out too, see Fig. 3c. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4a, zinc electrodeposition under 

exposure to an external force parallel to the crystallization 

front resulted in an anisotropic pattern of the deposit extended 

in the force direction. The surface morphology in such cases 

out shapes with relatively gently inclined 

Fig. 4b. A distinctive feature of the deposits 

precipitated under exposure to an external force was uniform 

surface morphology over the entire area. 

The effects of external force action displayed as the changes 

rphology and roughness were confirmed 

in tests on electrodeposition of cadmium from a sulphuric 

electrolyte with a low dissipative capacity of 28 %. 

The occurrence of an anisotropic deposit pattern aligned 

with the external force, the smoothing-out of the deposit 

surface morphology and the reduction in the surface 

roughness due to electrodeposition under exposure to an 

external force can be explained using the proposed concept of 

passing a liquid state stage by the metal being electrodeposited 

ed, due to an extremely rapid nature of a 

like growth event (about 10
–7

 s) generating an average of 

40 to 60 atoms [15], these have no time to build a long range 

ordered structure. The multitude of liquid atomic clusters 



 

avalanching at various sites near the cathode or growing 

deposit surface constitute a highly undercooled liquid phase of 

the metal being electrodeposited [15]. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4. SEM images of the deposit of electrodeposited zinc obtained under 

exposure to an external force parallel to the crystallization front (k = 1256): 

(a) general appearance; (b) surface morphology; force direction top to 

bottom. 

Since such atomic clusters evolve continually during metal 

electrodeposition, they coalesce to make larger bodies that are 

deformed and move in the force direction. Upon their 

extremely rapid solidification, these bodies of atoms build up 

an anisotropic pattern of the electrodeposit having a 

smoothed-out morphology and a reduced surface roughness.

However, under assumption that phase 

metal being electrodeposited does occur by its lattice 

"embedding" ions from the aqueous solution or atoms 

evolved at its surface [1-8], none of the effects observed 

could have taken place. The reason is that the external force 

action represented here by the centrifugal force is clearly 

insufficient to produce plastic strain in solid surface layers of 

the electrodeposited metal. 

Therefore, the occurrence of an anisotropic pattern of 

electrodeposited metal, the smoothing-out of deposit surface

morphology and the reduction in its surface roughness due to a 

minor external force parallel to the crystallization front all 

prove the phenomenon's existence, namely phase formation 

via a liquid state stage in metals being electrodeposited.
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could have taken place. The reason is that the external force 
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Therefore, the occurrence of an anisotropic pattern of 

out of deposit surface 

morphology and the reduction in its surface roughness due to a 

minor external force parallel to the crystallization front all 

prove the phenomenon's existence, namely phase formation 

via a liquid state stage in metals being electrodeposited. 

2.2. Idea Two and Its Realization

It is well-known that action of an external force normal to 

the solidification front of a metallic liquid, which i

what is called die-casting, leads to a drastic refinement of the 

resulting solid metal structure 

expect that exposure of the metal being electrodeposited to a 

minor external force normal to the crystallization front will 

give rise to some refinement of intracrystalline structure and 

of grain aggregates that define surface 

deposit. 

In this context, refinement of intracrystalline structure in 

metal being electrodeposited under action of a minor external 

force normal to the crystallization front, together with a finer 

deposit surface morphology, will demonstrate the exist

of the phenomenon in point. 

2.2.1. Materials and Methods 

Based on consideration that the inferred effects should be 

manifested even at minor values of the external action, 

centrifugal force was employed same as in the above 

experiments. The overload was varied stepwise between 1g 

and 1256g by changing the rotor rotational speed from 0 to 

3000 rpm. In order to realize idea two, electrochemical cells 

were provided that excluded any possibility of the electrolyte 

movement with respect to the cathode duri

electrodeposition (Fig. 5). 

Figure 5. Schematic of electrochemical cell: 1 

current lead; 4 – reinforcement rib; 5 –

In operation of the centrifuge, the cells remained in a 

horizontal position and rotated jointly with the rotor. The 

cathode was attached to the cell bottom perpendicularly to the 

cell axis, see Fig. 5; accordingly, the cathode was 

perpendicular to rotor radius during rotation of the cell. Since 

the centrifugal force developing in rotation is always directed 

radially outwardly from the rotor centre, this position of the 

5 

and Its Realization 

known that action of an external force normal to 

the solidification front of a metallic liquid, which is typical of 

casting, leads to a drastic refinement of the 

resulting solid metal structure [30-32]. One may therefore 

expect that exposure of the metal being electrodeposited to a 

minor external force normal to the crystallization front will 

give rise to some refinement of intracrystalline structure and 

of grain aggregates that define surface morphology of the 

In this context, refinement of intracrystalline structure in 

metal being electrodeposited under action of a minor external 

force normal to the crystallization front, together with a finer 

, will demonstrate the existence 

 

Based on consideration that the inferred effects should be 

manifested even at minor values of the external action, 

centrifugal force was employed same as in the above 

was varied stepwise between 1g 

and 1256g by changing the rotor rotational speed from 0 to 

3000 rpm. In order to realize idea two, electrochemical cells 

were provided that excluded any possibility of the electrolyte 

movement with respect to the cathode during metal 

 

Schematic of electrochemical cell: 1 – cathode; 2 – anode; 3 – 

– opening for feeding electrolyte. 

In operation of the centrifuge, the cells remained in a 

horizontal position and rotated jointly with the rotor. The 

cathode was attached to the cell bottom perpendicularly to the 

cell axis, see Fig. 5; accordingly, the cathode was 

dius during rotation of the cell. Since 

the centrifugal force developing in rotation is always directed 

radially outwardly from the rotor centre, this position of the 
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cathode ensured that a force normal to the crystallization front 

acted on the metal being deposited. The distance between the 

centrifuge rotation axis and the cathode surface in the cell, i. e. 

radius of gyration, was equal to 12.5·10
-2

 m while the 

inter-electrode distance was at 5·10
-2

 m. 

To avoid hydrogen effects on structure of deposits 

precipitating in the field of centrifugal force, copper and 

nickel were electrodeposited at yields of metal ranging from 

99.5 to 100 % (Table 1). 

Table 1. Electrolytes composition and parameters of electrodeposition of metals. 

Metal Electrolytes Composition, g L-1 Electrolyte Temperature, °С Current Density, A dm-2 Current Yield, % 

Cu CuSO4·5H2O – 250 25 1 100 

 H2SO4 – 50    

Ni NiSO4·7H2O – 330 25 1 99.5 

 NiCl2·6H2O – 50    

 H3BO3 – 35    

 C11H23COONa – 0.1    

 

Specimen deposition time was kept at 60 min. To prevent 

metal ion depletion in electrolyte during tests, soluble anodes 

were used. Pitting arising from prolonged electrodeposition of 

nickel was avoided by 0.1 g/l sodium lauryl sulphate addition 

to the electrolyte. Cathodes were in the form of thin plates of 

nickel (for copper deposition) or copper (for nickel). 

The intracrystalline structure in the electrodeposits was 

characterized by size of subgrains (or mosaic blocks). This 

structural characteristic was selected because metal subgrains 

are those grain areas that feature an ideal crystal lattice and are 

thus defined as regions with parallel lattice planes. Therefore, 

even a minimal structural refinement in a metal will be 

manifested first of all in a reduced subgrain size. 

It was found in preliminary experiments that 

crystallographic texture in copper and nickel electrodeposited 

under conditions involved is of axial type [110] and 

[210]+[221] respectively [20]. With due consideration of 

structural inhomogeneity effects in oriented electrodeposited 

metals [33-35], the size measurements were performed on 

subgrains of the orientationally disordered component of 

texture. 

Diffraction experiments were carried out using an upgraded 

DRON-3 X-ray diffractometer (Cu-Kα, U = 30 kV, I = 20 mA) 

and a technique described earlier [36]. Subgrain sizes in 

orientationally disordered grains were obtained from 

diffraction patterns of specimens placed in the holder with the 

texture axis perpendicular to the goniometer axis [36]. In 

doing so, the method of diffraction peak shape approximation 

for two orders of reflection from plane {111} was used. 

Reference specimens displaying no effects of texture or 

extinction were prepared from copper or nickel powder 

compacted and annealed to a monolithic condition. 

Surface morphology of electrodeposits was characterized 

using a scanning electron microscope REhM-106I and 

secondary electron imaging. The ultimate pressure in the 

SEM column in the vicinity of the electron gun did not 

exceed 6.7·10
-4

 Pa, the gun current was 98 mA. 

2.2.2. Results and Discussion 

The experiments revealed that metals electrodeposited 

under exposure to a minor external force normal to the 

crystallization front displayed a refined structure. Thus Fig. 6 

shows that increasing overload from 1g to 1256g in copper 

being electrodeposited was accompanied by a considerable 

drop in intensity of X-ray diffraction peaks (111) and (222) 

while peaks broadening showed an increase. 

  

(a)                              (b) 

  

(c)                              (d) 

  

(e)                               (f) 

Figure 6. Intensity curves for X-ray diffraction peaks {111} (a, c, e) and {222} 

(b, d, f) in copper electrodeposited under exposure to external force normal to 

the crystallization front by overload of 1g (a, b), 35g (c, d) and 1256g (e, f). 

The intensity drop and the broadening increase alike were 

observed on an appreciable scale even at the minimum 



 

overload step of 35g corresponding to a rotational speed of 

only 500 rpm (Fig. 6c and 6d). Further increasing 

1256g (3000 rpm) was accompanied by additional peak 

intensity weakening and peak broadening (Fig. 6e and 6f).

The measurements on copper deposits revealed an 

appreciable reduction of subgrain size from 388 to 246 nm 

due to increasing overload from 1g to 35g. An additional 

overload rise to 1256g was accompanied by further subgrain 

refining down to 93 nm. 

Parallel to intracrystalline structure refining in copper 

electrodeposited under external force action, deposit surface 

morphology change was observed (Fig. 7). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7. SEM images of copper electrodeposits precipitated under exposure 

to external force varied in proportion to overload changed from 1g (a, i

condition) to 35g (b) and to 1256g (c). The force was applied normal to

crystallization front. 
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SEM images of copper electrodeposits precipitated under exposure 

to external force varied in proportion to overload changed from 1g (a, initial 

condition) to 35g (b) and to 1256g (c). The force was applied normal to the 

Compared to 1g when the copper surface displayed faceted 

shapes and grain aggregates size averaged at about 10 µm 

(Fig. 7a) application of a minor add

corresponding to 35g during electrodeposition led to 

refinement of surface formations by approximately an order 

of magnitude accompanied by manifestations of spherical 

shape (Fig. 7b). Subsequent increasing of the overload to a 

maximum value of 1256g resulted in additional refinement of 

the structure and occurrence of heavily deformed shapeless 

formations on the surface (Fig. 7c).

With nickel electrodeposits, similar structural change was 

observed as overload and the resulting external force w

increased (Fig. 8). 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. SEM images of nickel electrodeposits precipitated under exposure 

to external force varied in proportion to overload changed from 1g (a, initial 

condition) to 35g (b) and to 1256g (c). The force was 

crystallization front. 

7 

Compared to 1g when the copper surface displayed faceted 

shapes and grain aggregates size averaged at about 10 µm 

(Fig. 7a) application of a minor additional force 

corresponding to 35g during electrodeposition led to 

refinement of surface formations by approximately an order 

of magnitude accompanied by manifestations of spherical 

shape (Fig. 7b). Subsequent increasing of the overload to a 

of 1256g resulted in additional refinement of 

the structure and occurrence of heavily deformed shapeless 

formations on the surface (Fig. 7c). 

With nickel electrodeposits, similar structural change was 

observed as overload and the resulting external force were 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

SEM images of nickel electrodeposits precipitated under exposure 

to external force varied in proportion to overload changed from 1g (a, initial 

condition) to 35g (b) and to 1256g (c). The force was applied normal to the 
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As can be seen from Fig. 8, raising external force normal 

to crystallization front indeed led to a finer surface 

morphology of nickel deposits. Notably, the most dramatic 

reduction in surface formation size was measured at a 

minimum additional overload of only 35g (Fig. 8b). Further 

increasing of external force by an overload of up to 1256g 

was accompanied by just a negligible refinement of grain 

aggregates (Fig. 8c). 

The findings on surface morphology features of nickel 

electrodeposits obtained during application of external force 

normal to crystallization front are confirmed by experimental 

data on their intracrystalline structure. As seen from Fig. 9, 

raising the external force applied in electrodeposition of 

nickel led to (111) и (222) X-ray diffraction peaks broadening 

and to their intensity weakening. Notably, the broadening and 

weakening effects were distinct even at a minimal additional 

overload of 35g. 

  

(a)                              (b) 

  

(c)                              (d) 

  

(e)                              (f) 

Figure 9. Intensity curves for X-ray diffraction peaks {111} (a, c, e) and {222} 

(b, d, f) in nickel electrodeposited under exposure to external force normal to 

the crystallization front by overload of 1g (a, b), 35g (c, d) and 1256g (e, f). 

The experiments showed that the refinement of 

intracrystalline structure in nickel deposits was most 

pronounced (subgrain size drop from 96 to 67 nm) after 

raising overload from 1g to 35g. Further increasing the 

overload even to 1256g, although accompanied by structure 

refinement too, resulted in subgrain size reduction by 20 % at 

most. 

It should be noted that the above results are in good 

agreement with data [37, 38] which likewise revealed 

refinement of intracrystalline structure [37] and surface 

morphology [38] in electrodeposited nickel due to increased 

overload and, consequently, greater centrifugal force normal 

to crystallization front. The fact that nickel electrodeposited 

under centrifugal force action developed a fine grain structure 

was then explained by an enhanced ion transport to the 

cathode surface presumably leading to accelerated nucleation 

[38]. This structure refining mechanism, however, seems 

unlikely for metals being electrodeposited, because effects of 

centrifugal force on a metal ion in electrolyte are negligible 

due to the ion's minute mass. 

Let us assume that no intermediate liquid phase of the 

metal contributes to its structural refinement during 

electrodeposition involving an external force. Starting from 

this assumption, let us estimate how high an external force 

must be to refine structure in a metal being electrodeposited 

when it is in a solid state. It is well-known that in order to 

refine structure of a solid metallic material, the load applied 

must be high enough to arouse compressive stress sufficient 

to give rise to a plastic deformation in it. The stress needed 

for permanent deformation to occur is known as yield 

strength [39]. Its value is 62 MPa for copper and 83 MPa for 

nickel [40]. 

Let us find compressive stress S giving rise to structure 

refinement in a metal being electrodeposited under application 

of an external (here, centrifugal) force. A simple manipulation 

leads to 

S=d·h·k·g                       (1) 

d being electrolyte density, kg/m
3
; h electrolyte head above the 

deposit, m; k overload coefficient; g acceleration of gravity 

equal to 9.81 m/s
2
. 

The values of d for the electrolytes used here for copper and 

nickel deposition are 1.165·10
3
 and 1.215·10

3
 kg/m

3
 

respectively. The respective values of h and k are 5·10
-2

 m and 

35. Substituting these values in (1) gives S = 0.020 MPa for 

copper being electrodeposited and S = 0.021 MPa for nickel 

being electrodeposited. These results are incommensurable 

with the yield strength values for copper and nickel. 

Even for the maximum experimental overload coefficient k 

= 1256, respective stress developed by centrifugal force in 

copper being electrodeposited or nickel will be 0.717 and 

0.748 MPa. Both make just one per cent of the yield strength 

values cited and are clearly not sufficient to give rise to plastic 

deformation in the solid electrodeposits under consideration. 

Consequently, the structure refinement observed in metals 

being electrodeposited under action of a minor external force 

normal to crystallization front cannot be explained by plastic 

deformation in solid metal. 

To verify the proposed concept that metals being 
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electrodeposited pass a liquid state stage, following model 

experiments were performed. Copper or nickel specimens 

were made by electrodeposition under ordinary conditions, i. e. 

at an overload of 1g. They were subsequently placed into an 

electrolytic cell and subjected to a maximum attainable 

centrifugal force corresponding to an overload of 1256g with 

no deposition current applied. This meant that the centrifugal 

force acted on a solid deposit of copper or nickel after 

completion of electrodeposition. No differences were found 

between the initial and final condition of the specimens tested. 

The structure refining effect of external force action in 

electrodeposition of metals as revealed in this study can be 

explained by nucleation site number increasing due to 

application of pressure during solidification of the liquid metal 

phase. It is known that the critical nucleus size of a solid phase 

building in solidification of metallic liquid is inversely 

proportional to external pressure rise [30]. Raising external 

pressure must therefore result in finer solid nuclei and 

consequently in a finer structure of the metal being 

electrodeposited and solidifying from a liquid state, as 

observed in the experiments. 

It was thus established in the experiments carried out that 

refinement of the intracrystalline structure and surface 

morphology of deposit takes place in electrodeposition of 

metals under exposure to a minor external force normal to 

crystallization front. The experimental results provided here 

give a proof to the existence of phenomenon of phase 

formation via a liquid state stage in metals being 

electrodeposited. 

2.3. Idea Three and Its Realization 

It is well-known that metal alloy solidification under 

pressure is accompanied by dislocation density rise in the 

solid [41, 42]. In casting alloys, the dislocation density may be 

increased five to tenfold due to application of pressure during 

solidification [42]. If the phenomenon in point exists, then 

phase development in metals being electrodeposited under 

exposure to a minor external force must be accompanied by 

increased dislocation densities in solid deposits. 

This assumption is based on the fact that a heavy external 

force large enough to give rise to plastic strain must be applied 

to a solid metal to increase dislocation density in it [43]. 

Therefore, increased dislocation density in a metal 

electrodeposited under exposure to a relatively low external 

force normal to the crystallization front will serve as a proof of 

the phenomenon's existence. 

2.3.1. Materials and Methods 

A centrifugal setup and electrochemical cells as described 

for the preceding experiment were employed to apply a 

minor external force normal to the crystallization front on 

metals being electrodeposited. The model metals were copper 

and nickel and the overload during electrodeposition was 

varied between 1g (corresponding to ordinary conditions) 

and 872g corresponding to a compressive stress of only 0.5 

MPa. As shown in Section 2.2, the latter compressive stress 

value is not nearly enough to give rise to plastic strain in 

either of said solid metals, so a dislocation density increase in 

the solid metal is unlikely. 

The dislocation density in the electrodeposited metals was 

measured with an upgraded DRON-3 X-ray apparatus 

(Cu-Kα radiation, U = 30 kV, I = 20 mA) along <111> 

direction. Since each specimen under study was 

crystallographically oriented [20], the dislocation density 

measurements were carried out for each of the various texture 

components in it and the average dislocation density was 

calculated with due account for the component proportions as 

recommended earlier [44-46] to improve the experimental 

data validity. With a view to reducing diffraction peak 

geometric broadening due to specimen deviations from 

Bragg-Brentano focusing, an X-ray bundle was passed 

between a pair of blades in a Soller slit system in front of the 

specimen. 

2.3.2. Results and Discussion 

The experimental results are a testimony of increased 

dislocation density in metals being electrodeposited under 

exposure to a minor external force (Fig. 10). Even a minimal 

rise in the overload from 1g to 35g led to an increase in the 

average dislocation density for copper by a factor of 3 (from 

2.2·10
9
 to 6.5·10

9
 cm

-2
) and for nickel by a factor of 2.5 

(from 3.1·10
10

 to 7.6·10
10

 cm
-2

). With an overload of 314g, 

the dislocation density increase reached one order of 

magnitude, Fig. 10; in copper electrodeposit it averaged to 

2.4·10
10

 cm
-2

, while in electrodeposited nickel it was at 

2.8·10
11

 cm
-2

. 

 

Figure 10. Average dislocation density in copper (1) and nickel (2) vs. 

overload coefficient in electrodeposition involving application of external 

force normal to the crystallization front. 

Further increasing overload involved in electrodeposition 

to 872g was accompanied by additional generation of linear 

defects in the emerging metal lattice. However, the rate of 

dislocation density elevation with overload became 

appreciably lower. Notably, the average dislocation density 

increased most rapidly over the range of smaller overloads: 

between 1g and 140g (Fig. 10). This result is in good 

agreement with previous experimental data showing that it 

was in this overload range that the electrodeposits displayed a 
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dramatic rise in metal density [17, 18] and a considerable drop 

in porosity [47]. 

Since exposure to a minor external force during 

electrodeposition leads to higher dislocation density, the metal 

being electrodeposited cannot have stayed in a solid state at all 

times. The existence of an intermediate liquid state stage 

through which a metal goes during electrodeposition dictates 

its progressive solidification, which is accompanied by the 

occurrence of multiple linear lattice defects due to the external 

force. 

The effect described above has two features, namely (1) 

nonuniform dislocation density across the various components 

of crystallographic texture in an electrodeposited metal, and (2) 

similar behavior of dislocation density in a texture component 

irrespective of its preferred axis. An analysis of dislocation 

density behavior in axial components [210] and [221] of 

nickel electrodeposits and in the axial component [110] of 

copper electrodeposits jointly with variation of dislocation 

density in orientationally disordered components of the 

deposits allows following conclusions. 

First, dislocation densities in axial components are smaller 

than in a random component. Second, for a multicomponent 

axial texture, the dislocation density in the major component is 

lower than in a minor one. Third, linear defect generation rate 

in grains of any texture component is directly proportional to 

its degree of perfection. Fourth, dislocation density increment 

is highest at relatively low overloads irrespective of texture 

axis. 

The fourth conclusion is supported by an earlier report 

dealing with quantitative estimation of degree of texture 

perfection in coatings electrodeposited in the presence of an 

external force [20]. The then experiments showed that 

considerable dissipation of axial texture occurred with 

increasing the overload coefficient from 1 to 314. Notably, a 

minimal rise in k from 1 to 35 was accompanied by a strong 

dissipation of preferred orientation. 

Consequently, one of the causes for the discovered effect of 

texture development suppression in a metal being 

electrodeposited under external force action [20] was linear 

defect saturation in the crystal lattice of grains disrupting their 

preferred orientation. Another cause of suppressed texture was 

possibly grain refinement leading to their misorientation. 

It was thus experimentally found that dislocation density is 

increased when a minor external force is acting normal to the 

crystallization front in metal electrodeposition. The abundant 

generation of linear defects in the metal crystal lattice during 

the electrodeposition accompanied by application of a minor 

external force, whereas a heavy force action is required for 

defect generation in a solid metal, is a proof of the existence of 

the phenomenon in point. 

2.4. Idea Four and Its Realization 

If phase formation in metal being electrodeposited indeed 

passes a liquid state stage, then exposure of the solidifying 

metal to an external force directed at an angle to the 

crystallization front will bring about a number of effects. 

First, previously solidified particles being in a solidifying 

metallic liquid will move nearly parallel to the crystallization 

front and gradually immerse in the metallic medium until it is 

solidified. Such travel of solid particles along the surface of a 

solidifying deposit will bring about plastic deformation in its 

surface layers and, more specifically, to occurrence of plastic 

deformation bands extending through the bulk of solidifying 

grain aggregates, rather than following their boundaries as 

the case will be with deformation of a completely solid 

deposit. 

Second, separation of a solid particle from a solidifying 

metal surface during electrodeposition under exposure to a 

force inclined to the crystallization front will leave behind, at 

the contact of the solid and the solidifying phase, the 

particle's "image" in the form of its indent including specific 

features of the particle's shape and morphology. 

The occurrence of plastic deformation bands extending 

through grain aggregates due to solid particle travel along 

deposit surface during metal electrodeposition under 

exposure to a minor external force inclined to the 

crystallization front and the appearance of indents imaging 

shape and morphology of solid particles at sites of their 

separation from metal deposit surface during 

electrodeposition involving a similar force action will both be 

proofs of the existence of the phenomenon in point. 

2.4.1. Materials and Methods 

Exposure of metal being electrodeposited to a minor 

external force inclined to the crystallization front was 

effected by using the centrifugal unit described above. With 

this in view, the cathode in the electrochemical cell shown in 

Fig. 5 was inclined to the cell's axis. By this arrangement, the 

external force action on the metal being electrodeposited was 

no longer strictly normal to the crystallization front but 

directed at an angle to it. With such minor force action of 

solid particles on the metal being electrodeposited, no plastic 

deformation was to be expected in deposit surface layers if 

the phase formation involved no intermediate liquid phase. 

The model metal to be electrodeposited was nickel 

selected for its yield strength, the highest of all metals under 

study. The SEM technique for characterization of 

electrodeposits surface morphology was as described above. 

2.4.2. Results and Discussion 

The experiments revealed that action of a minor force 

inclined to the crystallization front of the metal being 

electrodeposited led to plastic deformation of deposit surface 

layers by solid particles. This effect was manifested first of 

all in occurrence of plastic deformation bands extending 

through the bulk of grain aggregates. These deformation 

bands were caused by travel, along the solidifying surface of 

a deposit, of solid particles subjected to forces acting parallel 

and normal to the crystallization front at the same time. 

Fig. 11 shows a characteristic feature of plastic 

deformation of surface layers by solid particles in a metal 

electrodeposited under exposure to a minor external force 

inclined to the crystallization front. A solid particle is seen 

clearly that moved along the surface of metal deposit from 

bottom right to top left by action of an external force. This 



 

travel resulted in a plastic deformation band extending 

through the bulk of grain aggregates (Fig. 11a).

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 11. SEM images of nickel deposit exhibiting a plastic deformation 

band in its surface layers. The force was applied 

crystallization front (k = 872); (a, b and c) images depicting respectively the 

final, intermediate and initial section of the deformation band.

If the particle had travelled along solid deposit's surface 

and gradually dug into it as it advanced, the band would have 

displayed a distinctive wrinkle pattern of surface layers in its 

final section, and grain boundaries as its edges. I
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travel resulted in a plastic deformation band extending 

through the bulk of grain aggregates (Fig. 11a). 

 

 

 

images of nickel deposit exhibiting a plastic deformation 

The force was applied inclined to the 

); (a, b and c) images depicting respectively the 

deformation band. 

If the particle had travelled along solid deposit's surface 

and gradually dug into it as it advanced, the band would have 

displayed a distinctive wrinkle pattern of surface layers in its 

final section, and grain boundaries as its edges. In the case at 

hand, however, the deformation band edges extend through 

the bulk of grain aggregates (Fig. 11b), suggesting that the 

deformation involved a solidifying metal and not a solid one. 

This conclusion is supported by the relatively smooth internal

surface of the band (Fig. 11a, b) and the plastic cutting at 

grain aggregate tops near particle entry into the bulk of an 

evolving deposit (Fig. 11c). 

A fact that a particle deformed a solidifying and not a solid 

deposit is demonstrated in Fig. 12a. The f

nickel deposit with a plastic deformation band invaded by an 

intragranular crack. As a rule, cracks develop during metal 

solidification and this particular crack came into existence 

after the deformation band did, as may be inferred from th

observed displacement of the right band edge to the left. 

Hence a solidifying and not a solid metal was deformed by 

the particle. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. SEM images of nickel deposits having distinctive markers of

plastic deformation by solid particles in

deformation of band type, (b) deformation of area type.

An even more striking picture in support of the existence of 

a liquid state stage in metal electrodeposition appears as full 

ensembles of particles travel along th

deposit due to exposure to an external force inclined to the 

crystallization front. In this case, extensive plastically 
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the bulk of grain aggregates (Fig. 11b), suggesting that the 

deformation involved a solidifying metal and not a solid one. 

This conclusion is supported by the relatively smooth internal 

surface of the band (Fig. 11a, b) and the plastic cutting at 

grain aggregate tops near particle entry into the bulk of an 

A fact that a particle deformed a solidifying and not a solid 

deposit is demonstrated in Fig. 12a. The figure depicts a 

nickel deposit with a plastic deformation band invaded by an 

intragranular crack. As a rule, cracks develop during metal 

solidification and this particular crack came into existence 

after the deformation band did, as may be inferred from the 

observed displacement of the right band edge to the left. 

Hence a solidifying and not a solid metal was deformed by 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

SEM images of nickel deposits having distinctive markers of 

plastic deformation by solid particles in their surface layers (k = 872); (a) 

deformation of band type, (b) deformation of area type. 

An even more striking picture in support of the existence of 

a liquid state stage in metal electrodeposition appears as full 

ensembles of particles travel along the surface of developing 

deposit due to exposure to an external force inclined to the 

crystallization front. In this case, extensive plastically 
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deformed areas with smoothed surface appeared due to solid 

particle crowds travelling along the surface of devel

deposit (Fig. 12b). 

With a solid metal, such surface plastic deformation clearly 

requires forces much in excess of the metal's yield strength. 

The surface layer plastic deformation effected by solid 

particles travelling due to exposure of the metal b

electrodeposited to a minor external force inclined to the 

crystallization front is thus a convincing argument for the 

existence of the phenomenon in point. 

Another brilliant experimental proof of the existence of an 

intermediate liquid state stage in metal electrochemical 

deposition is the occurrence of solid particle indents featuring 

particle shape and morphology and left in places where 

particles separated from deposit surface when the metal being 

electrodeposited was exposed to a minor external fo

inclined to the crystallization front. 

An example is shown in Fig. 13 depicting a nonmetallic 

particle partly separated from the nickel deposit surface. 

Where the particle was separated, an indent is left that images 

the shape and morphology of the particle's separated portion. 

What is virtually the separated portion's mirror image frozen 

into the deposit surface could only be put to shape on a liquid 

matrix which subsequently solidified during 

electrodeposition. 

Figure 13. SEM image of nickel deposit containing a particle partly 

separated from deposit surface. The force was applied 

crystallization front (k = 1256). 

If no intermediate liquid state stage during phase formation 

in metals being electrodeposited is assumed, then no effect o

this type may occur. This is because no indent of a separated 

particle can be shaped by "incorporation" or "

atoms (adatoms or adions) into the crystal lattice of the metal 

being electrodeposited. 

These results agree well with previous findi

mathematic simulation of wavelike flow in surface layers of 

metal being electrodeposited under exposure to an external 

force parallel to the crystallization front 

found that the liquid phase of a metal being electrodeposited is 

a power-law fluid having distinct values of flow consistency 

index and flow behavior index. It is this high viscosity of the 

nascent, ultra-rapidly solidifying liquid metal that evidently 
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deformed areas with smoothed surface appeared due to solid 

particle crowds travelling along the surface of developing 

With a solid metal, such surface plastic deformation clearly 

requires forces much in excess of the metal's yield strength. 

The surface layer plastic deformation effected by solid 

particles travelling due to exposure of the metal being 

electrodeposited to a minor external force inclined to the 

crystallization front is thus a convincing argument for the 

Another brilliant experimental proof of the existence of an 

metal electrochemical 

deposition is the occurrence of solid particle indents featuring 

particle shape and morphology and left in places where 

particles separated from deposit surface when the metal being 

electrodeposited was exposed to a minor external force 

An example is shown in Fig. 13 depicting a nonmetallic 

particle partly separated from the nickel deposit surface. 

Where the particle was separated, an indent is left that images 

ticle's separated portion. 

What is virtually the separated portion's mirror image frozen 

into the deposit surface could only be put to shape on a liquid 

matrix which subsequently solidified during 

 

containing a particle partly 

separated from deposit surface. The force was applied inclined to the 

If no intermediate liquid state stage during phase formation 

in metals being electrodeposited is assumed, then no effect of 

this type may occur. This is because no indent of a separated 

particle can be shaped by "incorporation" or "embedding" of 

atoms (adatoms or adions) into the crystal lattice of the metal 

These results agree well with previous findings of a 

mathematic simulation of wavelike flow in surface layers of 

metal being electrodeposited under exposure to an external 

force parallel to the crystallization front [48]. It was then 

found that the liquid phase of a metal being electrodeposited is 

law fluid having distinct values of flow consistency 

index and flow behavior index. It is this high viscosity of the 

rapidly solidifying liquid metal that evidently 

explains the discovered experimental effects.

3. Conclusion 

It is thus seen that the findings in experiments performed 

on an alternative platform and employing advancement and 

realization of new ideas and approaches have enabled a 

further step to understanding the actual processes developing 

in phase formation of metals being electrodeposited. 

Occurrence of anisotropic pattern 

electrodeposited, smoothing out of deposits 

morphology and reduction in their surface roughness have 

been established, all arising from exposure to a minor 

external force parallel to the crystallization front. Refinement 

of deposit's intracrystalline structure

has been found for metals being electrodeposited under 

exposure to a minor external force normal to the 

crystallization front. Dislocation density rise in metals being 

electrodeposited under exposure to a minor external force 

normal to the crystallization front has been revealed. Plastic 

deformation in deposit surface layers effected by solid 

particles that travelled due to exposur

electrodeposited to a minor external force inclined to the 

crystallization front was discovered. Solid particle indents 

representing the particles' shape and morphology have been 

detected at sites of the particles' separation from deposit 

surface in metals being electrodeposited under exposure to a 

minor external force inclined to the crystallization front. The 

experimental results that have come to hand prove the 

existence of the phenomenon of phase formation via a liquid 

state stage in metals being electrodeposited.
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